This page is for your reference. Print the Friendly Ghost Decorations templates (on the following pages) on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Piece each template together according to numbered reference pages, align the designs, and secure the pages with tape. Cut out each complete ghost template. Then trace the completed ghost designs on thin white paper, such as kraft or butcher paper. Cut out each ghost, and adhere it to a flattened shade with spray mount.

1. After gathering several pleats together, diagonally snip off the ends, as shown, to create a scalloped edge.

2. Fold bottom pleat in half to fan, then secure with double-sided tape.
Template: Good Things: “Friendly Ghost Decorations”

Use this reference page to arrange pieces of template for Ghost 1, then tape.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Template: Good Things: “Friendly Ghost Decorations”

Use this reference page to arrange pieces of template for Ghost 2, then tape.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.
Print on standard 8½-by-11-inch paper. Then follow the directions on the reference page.